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I read this book as a student at New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary. The book is a concise,

general overview of Baptist doctrine. It is a good book for those investigating the differences

between Baptists and other denominations. It doesn't get 5 stars because it is a little too simple to

be outstanding, although that's what makes it easy to read.

This is a clear and concise review of what we as Baptist Christians believe (Southern Baptist). It is

easy to read and very helpful in my putting together a 4 week study for our Sunday School for

Adults. It helps to know what it is we believe to be sure that we are actually going to a Church that

believes as we do.I found this to be well worth the time and the cost.

This is a true classic from 1964 and is one of the best that deals with the subject. It is heavily laced

with Scripture references to enable the reader to look up relevant Bible verses that support the

doctrinal positions.

This is a great book written in layman's terms which explains the fundamentals of the Baptist Faith. I

would also suggest his other book as a companion and complement to this volume.



The title of this book sums up exactly what it is about. I do appreciate the introduction where Hobbs

states that being a Baptist means having the right to interpret the scriptures for yourself, thus this

really is what one Baptist (Hobbs) believes. Though I find the stance on the wide variety of topics to

be that of traditional Baptists.All that stated, this book covers a very wide range of topics that most

Christians (not just Baptists) will have opinions about. The book can be read straight through or

easily used as a reference as the chapters are all independent of each other, and the chapters

themselves are broken down into clearly noted subsections.The reason I gave this book four stars

was not because it didn't go into much depth on the various subjects. I think one of the strengths of

the book is that it presents a wide variety of topics, and if the reader wants more information about a

particular idea, then they can research that on their on.The four stars came from the scriptural

references and how Hobbs ties them to the topics. It would be very easy for the reader to skim over

the verses that are noted, but when I looked them up, I found that many were taken out of context in

order to support his point of view. In my opinion, I think Hobbs' case would have been stronger by

leaving out some of those references and maybe just stating that a particular view came from

Protestant tradition or an overall theme of the Bible or one of its books.Anyway, this should be a

must read for Baptists, and I would suspect that most Protestants would agree with a majority of the

views presented. Even if you are not a Christian, but interested in what it means to be a Baptist, this

book will give you a great overview, and/or starting point for further research.

In the light of dwindling truth of doctrine in Baptist communities, this bookis the Holy Grail for all

pastors, teachers, disciples and new members.Please order several for congregation!

Very useful book. Not to complicated for the casual reader but informative for the scholar too. If you

are interested in the beliefs of Southern Baptist prior to 1980 this is the book to read.

The book in fairly straightforward fashion explains what Baptists believe. I found it easy to

understand and well referenced in support of the positions on faith..
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